THE CLOUD FOR UCC: WHAT MAKES IT SIMPLY ATTRACTIVE?

Nearly every company wants to slim down, boost productivity and streamline its teamwork. Modern platforms for Unified Communication & Collaboration (UCC) target these goals, in particular when they are based in the Cloud. As an experienced, manufacturer-independent UCC implementer, T-Systems offers a broad spectrum of UCC solutions from the Cloud. Typically you can start immediately with your rapidly provided and integrated UCC services. T-Systems ensures that your data are under maximum protection in the Cloud. Required access guidelines enable additional user-specific security. In Self Service, you can easily make all of your own settings according to the administration rights. An additional advantage is that the costs adapt themselves, because all price models are based on your requirements. Thanks to the central updates and expansion performed in the Cloud, you will always be up to date with your new UCC solution from T-Systems, even in the long term.

YOU WANT UCC: WHAT IS REALLY IMPORTANT TO YOU?

As soon as the right UCC Cloud solution is found, everything becomes really easy. Decisive criteria are the importance of telephony with relevant load peaks, or your national or international orientation. Perhaps your focus is on high collaboration functionality with the possibility of including external employees and partners? There is also the question of whether and how many branches and home-Offices should have access to your UCC platform. How important is it for you to exhaust the new options of video conferencing with file sharing? And don’t forget all of your end devices that you already use that will certainly be able to be migrated. UCC experts from T-Systems will be happy to provide you with competent advice on which platform best fits your needs.

UCC Cloud powered by NFON, UCC Cloud powered by BroadSoft, UCC Cloud powered by Cisco WebEx or additional solutions such as UCC Cloud powered by Swyx – discover for yourself the functional focuses of the flagship platform from the Cloud.
IT REALLY IS THAT EASY. IT REALLY IS TRUE.
UCC FROM T-SYSTEMS FROM THE CLOUD

... powered by NFON

UCC CLOUD POWERED BY NFON

This highly functional voice solution from the Cloud focuses on telephony-based and mobile cooperation. You can implement the solution on a national or international level. Because voice becomes an application in the Cloud, you don’t need your own voice network. We also provide for access to the public networks, so that many calls can be made simultaneously. The high-quality package for national or Europe-wide customer networks from 100 extensions offers three components: TK system in the NFON-Cloud, termination of voice in the public network with Quality of Service (QoS) and the configuration on an existing infrastructure for the connection of customer location and T-Systems MPLS.

Advantages of UCC Cloud powered by NFON:
- Cloud technology in Germany for legal conformity
- Disaster Recovery even for small customers
- Feature-rich with over 150 functions
- Attractive pricing thanks to affordable licensing models
- UC functionality including mobility
- Choice of contract terms starting from 12 months
- Intelligent termination on public networks in 18 countries (available internationally)

... powered by BroadSoft

Advantages with UCC Cloud powered by BroadSoft:
- Need-based call up of UCC Cloud service with comprehensive UCC functionality
- Central transition to the public telephone networks
- No additional All-IP conversion required
- Self Service and Self Admin is simple via the web frontend
- Economical price / performance ratio
- Attractive packages with options and feature bundles
- Operation in highly secure DC with local redundancy
- Additional features: Network access, security WAN with various bandwidths, with or without QoS

... powered by Cisco Webex

UCC CLOUD POWERED BY CISCO WEBEX

This powerful package focusing on collaboration enables effective teamwork via mobile devices, desktop and room systems. The complete solution based on high performance Webex technology offers virtual project spaces for team collaboration, videotelephony and conferences with whiteboarding as well as messaging and first class file sharing. UCC Cloud powered by Webex is offered from one license without size limits and is operated in the Public Cloud from Cisco. In addition, you receive hybrid services for sensitive or bandwidth-intensive services. These are separated from the Cisco Cloud and T-Systems provided by T-Systems in its own data center or on-prem at your location.

Advantages with UCC Cloud powered by Cisco:
- Simple and intuitive operation for employees
- Fast, uncomplicated administration in self service
- Security through E2E encryption
- Fully comprehensive call function in combination with UCM
- Many integration options, such as into Salesforce
- Economical Cloud service with dynamic price model
- Selection of five need-based packages
- Connection of existing devices
- Comprehensive services including end device roll out, additions and maintenance as well as proactive Managed Service

CONTACT
Your personal customer service advisor
Email:  uc-info@t-systems.com
Internet:  www.t-systems.com/ucc-cloud

PUBLISHER
T-Systems International GmbH
Hahnstraße 43d
60528 Frankfurt am Main, Germany